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State Representative District 2
Merle W. Schotanus









Peter R. Lovely Sr.
Sullivan County Register of Deeds
Sharron A. King
Sullivan County Register of Probate
Diane M. Davis
Commissioner District 1





Tuesday, March 10, 1998 • Town Hall • 11 A.M. to 7 P.M.
CONTINUATION OF TOWN MEETING
Saturday, March 14, 1998 • Town Hall • 9:30 A.M.
TOWN PERSONNEL
Moderator
Thomas Wade Term Expires 1998
Town Clerk




Deborah L. Coffin Term Expires 2000
William C. Sullivan Jr. Appointed Expires 3/10/98
Secretaries to the Board of Selectmen
Gertrude Heath Robert E. Moore
Supervisors of tlie Checklist
Dorothy Anderson Term Expires 1998
Sue Anderson Term Expires 2000
Susan Carpenter Term Expires 2002
Auditor
Richard Petrin Term Expires 1998















Representative to the General Court
Merle Schotanus
Representatives to Upper Valley Lake Sunapee Council
William C. Sullivan Jr George Thomson
Health Officer
Timothy Bray
Representative to Solid Waste District
Linda Collins










Janice Patten Teim Expires 1999
Alice Nulsen Term Expires 1998
Janet Roberts Term Expires 2000
Planning Board
Donald Garlock Term Expires 1998
Sherman Heath, Chairman Term Expires 1998
Robert Z. Klein Term Expires 2000
Darrin Patten Term Expires 1999
Kenneth Rodgers, Alternate Term Expires 1998
Wilham Sullivan Jr., Alternate Term Expires 2000
George Thomson, Alternate Term Expires 1999
Charles K. Nulsen Term Expires 2000
Pamela Laurie, Secretary
Kearsarge Regional School District
Budget Survey Committee
Fire Warden and Deputies







Zoning Board of Adjustment
Deborah L. Coffin, Selectman
Henry Gagnon Term Expires 1998
Daphne Klein Term Expires 2000
Gordon McKinnon Term Expires 1998
Jeff Milne Term Expires 2000
Charles K. Nulsen Term Expires 2000
Gary Robinson, Chairman Term Expires 1999
John Graham Term Expires 1999
Alex Scott Term Expires 1999
Pamela Laurie, Secretary
Trustees of IVust Funds
Cora Bresnahan Term Expires 1999
Carlisse Clough Term Expires 2000
Beverly Mclntire Term Expires 1998
Budget Committee
Jay Booker Term Expires 2000
William Huntoon Term Expires 1999
Kenneth Jacques Term Expires 1999
Richard Kidder Jr. Term Expires 2000
Bernard Manning, Chairman Term Expires 1999
Darrin Patten Term Expires 2000
Malcolm Patten Term Expires 1998
Maryanne Petrin Term Expires 1998
Jon Poston Term Expires 1998
Gertrude Heath, Secretary
Cemetery TVustees
Sue Anderson Term Expires 1998
Frank Anderson Term Expires 1999
William Anderson Term Expires 2000
Conservation Commission
Linda Howes, Alternative
Cynthia Bruss, Chairman Term Expires 2000
Boris Bushueff Term Expires 2000
Kenneth Jacques Term Expires 1999
Daphne Klein Term Expires 1998
Jon Poston Term Expires 2000
David Kezar Term Expires 1998
William S. Sullivan Jr., Selectman





Sunapee TVansfer Recycling Study Committee
Nancy Vandewart
Town Building Committee
Frank Anderson Celeste Klein
Steven Bailey Malcolm Patten
Fred Davis, Chairman Kenneth Rodgers
Todd Elgin Wolfgang Heinberg
Springfield Kindergarten Trustees
Nancy Edgar-Howard, President
Janet Booker, Vice President
Roberta Wagman and Susan Carpenter, Co-secretaries
Cheryl Wood, Treasurer
Pam Laurie and Maureen Chiarella, Members-At-Large
Deborah L. Coffin, Selectman
Suzanne Winchester, Director and Teacher
Resignations and Retirements - 1997
Constance A. Jones, Selectman
Louise B. Jacewicz, Selectman
Ronald Denman, Health Officer
Thomas Duling, Health Officer
Lori Coleman, Recreation Director
Bruce Jasper, Zoning Board of Adjustment
Frank Anderson, Conservation Commission
Kevin Whitcavitch , Conservation Commission
Amelia W. Anderson, Deputy Treasurer
Kathy Denman, Conservation Commission
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1997 TOWN STATISTICS & INFORMATION
CID NUMBER: 012
COUNTY: Sullivan
LABOR MARKET AREA: Claremont
DISTANCE TO:
Manchester, NH: 60 miles
Boston, MA: 120 miles
New York, NY: 400 miles






PRECIPITATION: Annual Average: 36.0 in.
DEMOGRAPHICS
OPULATION















Mean Travel Time To Work (minutes): 25.88
Percent of Residents Working in Community: 18.9%
Percent of Residents Commuting Elsewhere: 81.1%
Percent of Nonresidents Commuting In: 63.9%
LARGEST EMPLOYERS PRODUCT/SERVICE
Hemphill Power Electrical generation
Durgin-Crowell Lumber mill
Evarts Kiln drying
Twin Lake Villa Resort
MUNICIPAL SERVICES
Town Hall Hours: M-F 10-12 & 1-4; Th 4-8




Capital Improvement Plan: 1995
Full-Time Police Department: Yes
Full-Time Fire Department: No
Town Fire Insurance Rating: 6/9
TAXES (1997)




Electric Supplier: PSNH/NH Electric Coop
Natural Gas Supplier: None
Water Supplier: Private
Sanitation Sewer: Private
Telephone Company: Bell Atlantic/Kearsarge Tel.
Telephone Switching: Digital
Cellular Phone Access: Yes
Cable Television: No
TRANSPORTATION/ACCESS
Road Access: Federal Routes: 114; State Routes: 4A
Nearest Interstate: 1-89, Exit 12A; Distance: 5 miles
Railroad: None
Nearest Airport: Lebanon
Runway: 5495 feet; Lighted: Yes; Navigational Aids: Yes
Nearest Commercial Airport: Lebanon; Distance: 16 miles
MEDICAL & HEALTH
Nearest Hospital: New London
Distance: 8 miles
EDUCATIONAL FACILITIES
District Students Attend: Kearsarge Regional School System, Sutton;
Distance: 15 miles
Nearest Technical College: Claremont Comm/Tech College
Nearest College/University: Colby-Sawyer/Magdalen/Lebanon/Dartmouth
COMMUNITY SERVICES & RECREATION
Hotels/Motels: 1
Library: Libbie A. Cass Memorial
Municipal Parks: 1
Golf Courses: 1
Nearest Ski Areas: Mount Sunapee
Other Recreation: Lake
FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT:
Springfield Board of Selectmen
Trudy Heath, Administrative Assistant, PO Box 22, Springfield, NH 03284




Police 763-3100 & 863-3232
Fire 643-2222
Ambulance 763-3100 & 863-3232
Selectmen 763-4805 or 9015
Town Garage 763-2829
FAST Squad 763-3100 & 863-3232
OFFICE HOURS
Town Clerk 763-4805 or 9015
Tax Collector 763-4805 or 9015
Winter Hours: Monday thru Friday: 10 AM to 12 Noon and 1 PM to 4 PM
Also Thursday 4 PM to 8 PM
Summer Hours: (June, July and August Only):
Monday thru Thursday: 9 AM to 12 Noon and 1 PM to 4 PM
Also Thursday 4 PM to 8 PM
Pamela Laurie 763-4043
Planning/Zoning/Conservation Secretary
Sunapee Transfer Station 763-4381
Hours: Sunday: 8 AM to 12 Noon;
Monday, Thursday, Friday and Saturday: 8 AM to 4:30 PM;




Tuesday: 3-7 PM; Thursday: 3-7 PM; Friday 3-5 PM
Meeting Schedule:
Selectmen As Scheduled
Planning Commission 3rd Thursday
Monthly, 7 PM
Zoning Board of Adjustment 1st Wednesday
Monthly, 7 PM
Recreation Committee When Called
Conservation Board 2nd Thursday, 7 PM
Fire Department When Called
Historical Society As Programmed
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STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
TOWN WARRANT
TOWN MEETING TUESDAY. MARCH 10 & SATURDAY. MARCH 14. 1998
The Polls will be Open from 11:00 A.M. to 7:00 P.M.
Article 1
To choose all necessary Town Officials for the year ensuing. NOTE: By
law the meeting must open before voting starts. Therefore, the meeting and
polls will open at 11 o'clock for the consideration of Article 1 only. At 12 noon
the meeting will recess, but the polls will remain open until 7 p.m.. The meet-
ing will reconvene at the Town Hall on Saturday, March 14, 1998 at 9:30 a.m.
to act on Articles 2 through 10.
Article 2
To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $16,550 for
the purpose of the following repairs:
Old Highway Garage Repair $1,550
Paint Town Hall/Church 4,000
New Roof on Town Hall 8,000
Town Hall Septic System 3,000
The Board ofSelectmen and the Budget Committee recommend this warrant article.
Yes or No Majority Vote.
Article 3
To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of ten thou-
sand dollars ($10,000) to be added to the Fire Capital Reserve Fund previously
established.
The Board of Selectmen recommends this warrant article. The Budget
Committee does not recommend this warrant article.
Yes or No Majority Vote.
Article 4
To see if the Town will vote to authorize the selectmen to enter into a five-
year (5) lease agreement for the purpose of leasing a copy machine for the
Town Office at a total cost of $13,748, and to raise and appropriate the sum of
$2,748 for the first year's payment for that purpose.
The Board ofSelectmen and the Budget Committee recommend this warrant article.
Yes or No Majority Vote.
— 13 —
Article 5
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of seventy-
five thousand dollars ($75,000) to pay for expenses attributed to damages from
the January 1998 ice storm and to authorize the receipt of 75%, fifty-six thou-
sand two hundred fifty dollars ($56,250) from FEMA and 12.5%, nine thou-
sand three hundred seventy-five dollars ($9,375) from the State of New
Hampshire. The remaining 12.5%, nine thousand three hundred seventy-five
dollars ($9,375), to be raised from general taxation.
The Board of Selectmen and the Budget Committee recommend this warrant article.
Yes or No Majority Vote.
Article 6
To see if the town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to sell land




Map 29, Lot 434-51 1 - Hart Land (Town Farm Road) - 5.9 Acres
Valued at $16,850.
2. Map 29, Lot 575-362 - Godek Land - (Town Farm Road) - 2.2 Acres
Valued at $15,800.
3. Map 09, Lot 745-145 - Melchionne Land (Prospect Acres #26) - 4.6
Acres- Valued at $19,500.
4. Map 31, Lot 216-442 - Mendez Land (Eastman, Spring Glen #48) -
1.54 Acres - Valued at $11,700.
Yes or No Majority Vote.
Article 7
To see if the Town will vote to change the purpose of an existing Fire
Capital Reserve Fund to the Fire Vehicle Capital Reserve Fund.
2/3 vote required.
Article 8
To see if the Town will vote to adopt the provisions of RSA 202-A:4-d
authorizing the library trustees to accept gifts of personal property, other than
money, which may be offered to the library for any public purpose, provided,
however, that no acceptance of personal property by the library trustees shall
be deemed to bind the town or the library trustees to raise, appropriate or
expend any public funds for the operation, maintenance, repair or replacement
of such personal property and further to require that prior to the acceptance of
any such gift, valued at over $5,000, the public library trustees shall hold a
public hearing on the proposed acceptance. This authorization will remain in
effect until rescinded by a vote of the Town Meeting.
Yes or No Majority Vote.
— 14
Article 9
To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $613,458
or as amended, which represents the operating budget. Said sum does not
include special or individual articles addressed.
Yes or No Majority Vote.
Article 10
To hear the reports of agents, auditors, and committees heretofore chosen,
to pass any vote relating thereto, and to transact any other business that may
legally come before said meeting.
Yes or No Majority Vote.
Given under our hands and seal this fourteenth day of March, in the Year of
Our Lord, nineteen hundred and ninety-eight.
DEBORAH L. COFFIN, Chairman
WILLIAM C. SULLIVAN, Selectman
DONALD H. OARLOCK, Selectman
Springfield Board of Selectmen
A True Copy of Warrant - Attest:
DEBORAH L. COFFIN, Chairman
WILLIAM C. SULLIVAN, Selectman
DONALD H. OARLOCK, Selectman
Springfield Board of Selectmen
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Budget for the Town of Springfield, N.H.
Appropriations and Estimates of Revenue
for the Ensuing Year January 1, 1998, to December 31, 1998
Purpose of Appropriation
Appropriations Actual Budget Committee
Prior Year Expenditures Selectmen's Recommended
As Approved Prior Recommended Ensuing Fiscal

































































































































































Land Use Change Taxes
Yield Taxes
Payment in Lieu of Taxes
Interest & Penalties on Delinquent Taxes
Inventory Penalties
Licenses, Permits & Fees
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees
Building Permits






Meals & Rooms Tax Distribution
Highway Block Grant
Kindergarten







Sale of Municipal Property
Interest on Investments
Other
Interfund Operating Transfers In
From Capital Reserve Funds
Other Financing Sources
Proc. from Long Term Bonds & Notes




Subtotal 2 Special Warrant Articles
Subtotal 3 Individual Warrant Articles
Total Appropriations Recommended
Less: Amount of Estimated Revenues







































































SUPPLEMENTAL SCHEDULE - MBA
Total Recommended by Budget Committee $707,756
Less Exclusions:
2. Principal: Long-Term Bonds & Notes $30,000
3. Interest: Long-Term Bonds & Notes 5,000
4. Interest on TANS 9,000
Total Exclusions 44,000
Amount Recommended Less Recommended
Exclusion Amounts $663,756
Maximum Allowable Increase to Recommended
Budget (Line 6 times 10%) . $66,375
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SELECTMEN'S REPORT
The Town of Springfield found 1997 to be a year of challenges and loss as
well as a year for accomplishment and change. The good news begins with sup-
port from Governor Shaheen for public kindergarten. This announcement came
with positive acknowledgment for the ongoing support the Town of Springfield
has provided over the years for its 5 year olds. Thanks to the efforts of many,
Springfield's kindergarten will be funded by the State to offset the town's
expenses.
It has also been a pleasure to see the Youth Football League practicing and
playing on our recreation field— the Selectmen have been proud to support the
athletic pursuits of our students which include Springfield residents.
One of the major changes to take place in 1997 was the switch from New
London Dispatch to Newport Dispatch for emergency services. This move has
proven to be cost effective for the town as well as more efficient in terms of radio
reception. Residents can continue to call 911 for emergencies and 863-3232 to
reach Newport Dispatch and Springfield Police. Our old fire station was finally
removed as the Fire Department is settled in the Highway/Safety complex. The
relocation has created a new turn-around space for busses and larger vehicles.
Our challenges continue to revolve around septage, new businesses wish-
ing to locate in town and the ongoing need for upgrading and maintaining our
town buildings. Upon inspection, we learned that the Highway/Safety complex
was not up to electrical code which necessitated some major overhauling. In
addition, we began the installation process for alarm systems in both the
Highway/Safety Complex and the town office building which will keep us in
compliance with state regulations for public buildings.
A big loss this year was the passing of Alan Vassar; he will be remembered
as a man who willingly committed his time and efforts to the Conservation
Commission and the Budget Committee— we will miss him. The Board encoun-
tered its own changes in 1997; Connie Jones relocated to Grantham and Louise
Jacewicz remains in Springfield, but is looking forward to spending more time at
home and less time in the town offices. Both members will be sorely missed as
they have worked tirelessly as assets to the town. We welcome Bill Sullivan and
Don Garlock who have bravely stepped into the vacated positions. In the cate-
gory of losses I am sad to report the closing of the Howard Memorial United
Methodist Church. It was no longer feasible to keep the church active due to a
continued drop in membership. At this time we wish to offer our very best wish-
es to Barbara Reney upon her retirement as Postmaster in Springfield for many
years — she will be missed as we welcome Laura Hummel to the position.
As I write this report we are on the other side of the Ice Storm of '98. We
are especially grateful for another 1997 accomplishment — the 3rd man on the
Highway Department, Bill Mock. This storm has taught us many valuable
lessons, most importantly to remember and express our gratitude and apprecia-
tion for every person who worked non-stop to get Springfield up and running
again. Kudos to Road Agent Russell Lebrecht, Chief of Police Jim Benoit,
— 20 —
Emergency Management Coordinator Frank Anderson, Fire Chief Mac Charles
and their crews for all of their hard work. It is because of them that the citizens
of Springfield could use their roads safely and receive the support needed to
weather the storm.
The Board looks forward to a safe and productive year and thanks to every-
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Bill Mock and Dallas Patten working hard to clear Messer Hill Road




FISCAL YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1997
Title of
Title of
COMPARISON OF 1996 TAX RATE
AND 1997 TAX RATE
1996
Town Budget
A. Basic Budget $580,915
B. Operating Transfer 22,000




A. Basic Budget $630,412
B. Operating Transfer 20,000
*C. Capital Outlay 140,118
(by Warrant Articles)
Total $790,530
*Grader $98,348, Bldg. Renovation
$11,770, Revaluation $30,000
Revenue
County Tax Rate (1996) County Tax Rate (1997)
Due to County $184,373 Due to County $211,581
Less Shared Revenue 1,417 Less Shared Revenue 1.323
Total $182,956
FINANCIAL REPORT




Land Use Change Taxes 2,350
Yield Taxes 15,630
Payments in Lieu of Taxes 200,000
Interest and Penalties on Delinquent Taxes 15,972
TOTAL 1,743,698
Revenue from Licenses, Permits and Fees
Business Licenses and Permits 681
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees 102,365
Building Permits 270
Other Licenses, Permits, and Fees 3.263
TOTAL 106,579
Revenue from the Federal Government
COPS Federal Reimbursement 6.254
TOTAL 6,254
Revenue from the State of New Hampshire
Shared Revenue Block Grant 14,316
Highway Block Grant 39,507
State and Federal Forest Land Reimbursement 6,717
Miscellaneous State Refunds 17.798
TOTAL 78,338
Revenue from Charges for Services
Income from Departments 2.972
TOTAL 2,972
Revenues from Miscellaneous Sources
Kindergarten 960
Sale of Municipal Property 7,410
Interest on Investments 295
Insurance Dividends and Reimbursements 3,708
Other Miscellaneous Sources 270
TOTAL 15,473
Interfund Operating Transfers In
Transfers from Capital Reserve Fund 21.349
TOTAL 21.349
TOTAL Revenues from All Sources $1,974,744





General Government Expenditure Land Purchases Construction
Executive $ 56,437
Election, Registration
and Vital Statistics 6,570
Financial Administration 10,000
Revaluation of Property 5,112
Legal Expense 6,205
Personnel Administration 39,889
Planning and Zoning 2,192
General Government Building 39,980
Cemeteries 2,761



















Sunapee Transfer Station 62.000
TOTAL 62,000
















Sullivan County Nutrition ; 300
TOTAL 1,023
Culture and Recreation









Bonds and Notes 30,000
Interest on Long Term
Bonds and Notes 4,076
Interest on Tax and
Revenue Anticipation Notes 6.046
TOTAL 40,122
Capital Outlay
Machinery, Vehicles, & Equipment 98,348 98,348
Buildings 12.398 S 12.398
TOTAL 110,746 98,348 12,398
Interfund Operating Transfers Out
Transfers to Special Revenue Funds 21,349
Transfers to Capital Reserve Funds 20.000
TOTAL 41,349
Payments to Other Governments
Taxes Assessed for County 211,581
Taxes Assessed for
Precincts/village Districts 7,117
Taxes Assessed for School Districts .. 1.062.314
TOTAL $1,175,713
Total Expenditures 1,893,692






Cash and Equivalents $370,336
Taxes Receivable 158,650











LIABILITIES AND FUND EQUITY
Current Liabilities
Due to School Districts 518,415 623,714
Notes Payable - Current 30.000
TOTAL LIABILITIES 518,415 653,714
Fund Equity
Reserve for Appropriations
Voted from Surplus 8,348
Unreserved Fund Balance 54.010 18.164
TOTAL FUND EQUITY 62.358 18.164
TOTAL LIABILITIES
AND FUND EQUITY $580,773 $671,878















AMORTIZATION OF LONG-TERM DEBT
RECONCILIATIONS
Reconciliation of School District Liability
School District Liability at Beginning of Year $ 518,415
ADD: School District Assessment for Current Year 1,062,314
Total Liability within Current Year 1,580,729
SUBTRACT: Payments Made to School District - 957.015









Excess of Estimate $ 6,794
Taxes/Liens Receivable Worksheet
1080 Taxes
Uncollected, End of Year $194.172
Receivable, End of Year* $194,172
Prior Year
TOWN PROPERTY - 1997
Description
TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT
Summary of Tax Accounts
Fiscal Year Ending December 31 1997
— DR.
—
Levies for: 1997 1996













Summary of Tax Sales/Tax Lien Accounts
Fiscal Year Ending December 31 1997
— DR.—
Unredeemed Liens
REPORT OF THE TOWN CLERK
FOR THE FISCAL YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1997
Automobile Registration:




228 Dog Licenses $ 1,438.10
4 Kennel Licenses 72.00
27 Dog Penalties 696.00
6 Dog Fines 240.00
$ 2,446.00
Vital Statistics:
7 Marriage Licenses $ 315.00
3 Marriage License Copies 30.00
18 Death Certificates 140.00
1 Birth Certificate Copy 10.00
$ 495.00
Misc. Fees:
2 Dredge & Fill Permits $ 25.00
19 U.C.C.'s 285.00
12 Filing Fees 12.00
$ 322.00
Total Receipts: $105,610.00
Total Paid to Treasurer: $105,610.00
Respectfully submitted,
Cynthia C. Anderson, Town Clerk
LICENSING OF DOGS
License dog by April 30, if dog is over three months old.
Failure to comply will make you liable to a penalty of $25.00 and a $1 per





January 1, 1997 - December 31, 1997
Received from Tax Collector
SPECIAL FUNDS






Tax Collector's Salary 6,500.00
Deputy Tax Collector's Salary 350.00
Treasurer's Salary 2,000.00
Deputy Treasurer's Salary 500.00
Trustee Trust Fund Salary 250.00
Auditor's Salary 400.00




Tax Map Costs 410.90
Photographic Charges 0.00




TOTAL PAYMENTS, Legal Expenses 6,205.50
Personnel Administration:
PD Employee Health Insurance 1,854.16
TM Employee Health Insurance 8,116.76
TOE Employee Health Insurance 3,708.32
Town Paid Unemployment Security 39.57
Town Paid Workers' Compensation 10,435.00
Town Share SS and WEL 14,845.33
Town Retirement System 890.25
KI Employee Health Insurance 0.00
TOTAL PAYMENTS, Personnel Administration 39,889.39
Master Plan Preparation:
PL Advertising 0.00
PL Association Dues 0.00
PL Lecture Fees 0.00
PL Printing Charges 1 8.25
PL Reference Materials 111.15
PL Subdivision Regulations Revision 0.00
PL Engineering Fees 1,910.75
ZBA Training 0.00
ZBA Advertising 151.96







Equipment Tables etc. 8 1 1 .85




Electricity All Buildings 5,049.29
Building Renovations 3,000.00
Tractor/Mower Fuel 27.82


















Sand and Gravel 25,439.58










Vehicle and Building Fuel 5,1 99.26
Loader Expenses 150.90











International Truck and Equipment 3,202.54
Vehicle Inspection 40.00



















Balance as of 11/29/96 $ 345.25
Interest 9.23
TOTAL as of 11/9/97 $ 354.48
No Lots Sold
Internments
Kathryn Cross Dupell 05/08/97
Mary Ann Currier 05/15/97
Mary Irene Nichols 05/20/97
Marie Santii 06/21/97
Royal Lincoln Richardson 10/16/97
More stones were cleaned in the old section of the cemetery. Lots will
be available in the new section in the spring. If anyone is interested in mowing






REPORT OF THE TRUST FUNDS - 1997
A list of Cemetery Trust Funds is posted at the Town Offices and anyone
wishing information about any of these may contact the Trustees and a complete
report of the funds in question will be given. All Cemetery Trust Funds are
invested at the Lake Sunapee Bank in 12 month-36 month certificates or pass-















CAPITAL RESERVE AND OTHER SPECIAL FUNDS
Name of Fund
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1997 AUDITOR'S REPORT
As reflected in the audit, I have examined the financial statements of
your Board, the Town Treasurer, the Tax Collector, the Town Clerk, the Trustee
of Trust Funds and other Town Officers. I have compared their account vouchers
and bank statements of funds on deposit, and find these records to be in agree-
ment.
In my opinion, the records present fairly the financial position of the
Town of Springfield for the year ending December 31, 1997.
Richard D. Petrin
Auditor
Ice storm - January 1998
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SUMMARY OF TOWN MEETING WARRANT 1997
Article 1: Officers elected by ballot March 11, 1997.
Article 2: Paper ballot. Yes 99, No 50. Article passed.
Article 3: Motion made by Robert Moore, seconded by Richard Petrin. Article
passed.
Article 4: Motion made by Richard Petrin, seconded by Maryanne Petrin.
Passed unanimously.
Article 5: Motion made by Maryanne Petrin, seconded by Frank Anderson.
Article passed.
Article 6: Motion made by Frank Anderson, seconded by Russell LeBrecht.
Amendment motion "to change $10,000 to $20,000" made by
Ronald Denman, seconded by Frank Anderson. Amendment passed
both with voice vote and show-of-hands vote.
Article 7: Motion made by Richard Petrin, seconded by Robert Moore. Passed
unanimously.
Article 8: Motion made by Celeste Klein, seconded by Robert Moore. Passed
unanimously.
Article 9: Motion made by Michael Neuwirt, seconded by Maryanne Petrin.
Amendment motion "to increase the $18,400 to $20,000 and to
increase the $26,400 to $30,000" was made by Chuck Moore, sec-
onded by Tim Parenteau. Vote on amendment passed unanimously,
vote on article passed as amended.
Article 10: Motion made by Richard Petrin, seconded by Frank Anderson.
Amendment motion "to authorize the selectmen to give away or oth-
erwise dispose of the old fire station building and retain the land"
was made by Tim Parenteau, seconded by Frank Anderson. Vote on
amendment passed unanimously, vote on article as amended passed.
Article 11: Motion made by Frank Anderson, seconded by Maryanne Petrin.
Amendment motion "to increase the line item, government build-
ings, from 43,830 to 44,830 to cover expense if needed for fire sta-
tion removal" was made by Malcolm Patten, seconded by Frank
Anderson. Amendment passed. Second amendment motion "to
increase the kindergarten budget from 18,000 to 19,340" was made
by Mason Wheeler, seconded by Allison Shores. Amendment passed.
Article as amended, passed unanimously.
Deborah Coffin extended a thank you to Janet Booker for all her years on
Planning Board.
John Rego gave a report on the schools.
Boris Bushueff gave a report on the Eastman wellheads.
Thanks were extended to Russell LeBrecht, Road Agent, and Jim Benoit, Police
Chief.
Meeting adjourned at 11:32 a.m. by Moderator Tom Wade.
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CONSERVATION COMMISSION ANNUAL REPORT
1997
In 1997 members of the Conservation Commission assisted in the peram-
bulation of the town boundaries with Enfield, attended the annual meetings of the
NH Association of Conservation Commissions and the Sullivan County Chapter
of the NH Timberland Owners Association, and participated in the NH Coverts
Project Workshop. The Conservation Commission is working with the Lake
Sunapee Protective Association on watershed issues that affect our town.
Communication with the Village District of Eastman has helped us to continue
to monitor their activity in the Bog Brook wetlands area.
The Conservation Commission reviewed a number of wetlands applica-
tions sent to us from Concord and made several site visits related to these appli-
cations. The Commission responded to several resident concerns about wetlands
violations. Work continues on the wetlands inventory project.
This coming year we hope to work with the town to create a small park on
property given to the town by the Marilyn Heath family in front of the
Fire/Highway/Safety Complex. We will be looking for interested volunteers to
help us with this project.
Another project is to look at the different parcels of land the town owns so
that we can make some management recommendations. We will be starting with
the Royal Arch lot, as there is a special fund designated for this area. This year a
new trail was built from the Royal Arch cave to the ledge above the cave, as the
old trail was dangerously steep and was causing damage to tree roots on the
rocks. Now we would like to develop a plan for the whole area.
Alan Vassar, a long time member of the Conservation Commission, died
this past March. He was a valued colleague and friend and is greatly missed.
Thanks to the many donations made to the Conservation Commission through
the Alan Vassar Memorial Fund, granite benches will be placed at the war memo-
rial at the cemetery and at the proposed park in front of the Fire/Highway/Safety
Complex. Remembering how much Alan loved the trees and the forests, we are
also planning a tree planting in his honor at the new park later in the spring.
The Conservation Commission meets the second Thursday of each month
at the Memorial Building. We welcome and encourage your participation at these
meetings. If you have any special concerns, or would like to join the Wetlands






It has been a couple of years since I have made a report. Our Town
Emergency Plan is updated every year - more often if necessary. We continue to
work with all the town departments to keep the plan current. We continue to take
classes on Emergency Procedures and to work with the Fire Department to keep
up with changes, not only in the town but in the state. In 1998 we will be taking
part in a statewide exercise. This is a requirement from FEMA. I hope that I have
been able to do the job to the approval of the residents of the town. Remember,
if we do not keep an emergency plan in place and do not do our required train-
ing exercises, we would not be eligible for FEMA funds in case of an emergency.
Frank Anderson
Director
Phil Currier working clearing roads during the ice storm.
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FIRE CHIEF'S REPORT
The Fire Department saw a decrease in calls during 1997. Medical assist to
the F.A.S.T. Squad, motor vehicle accidents, motor vehicle fires and mutual aid
to the surrounding towns for structure fires made up the majority of the calls for
1997.
Many thanks go to the public who donated goods to the firemen's auction.
And to those who contributed to the annual donation letter. Thank you to all the
members who responded to the fire and rescue calls, attended training sessions,
and the work details.
Several purchase were made in 1997. They were nine Personal Alert Safety
System devices which brought us up to National Fire Protection Association
standards, one twenty-four foot fiberglass ladder and three two-way radios. Also,
we had two members go through a National First Responder course in October,
and a Underwater Rescue course to help expand our specialties in a time of need.
As always, we invite those interested in joining the Fire Department,
F.A.S.T. Squad or the dive team to attend our regular monthly meeting held the




Incident Report for the Town of Springfield, 1997
Medical Assist 4
Motor Vehicle Accidents 3
Motor Vehicle Fires 3
Mutual Aid Calls 3
Alarm Activations 3
Carbon Monoxide Detections 2
Hazardous Material Calls 2
Trees on Wires 1
Chimney Fires 1
Smoke Investigations 1
Total Calls for 1997 23
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REPORT OF TOWN FOREST FIRE WARDEN
AND STATE FOREST RANGER
To aid your Forest Fire Warden, Fire Department and State Forest Ranger,
contact your local Warden or Fire Department to find out if a permit is required.
Violations of RSA 227-L:17, the fire permit law and the other burning laws of
the State of New Hampshire are misdemeanors punishable by fines of up to
$2,000 and/or a year in jail. Violators are also liable for all fire suppression costs.
There are ten Forest Rangers who work for the New Hampshire Division
of Forests and Lands, Forest Protection Bureau. State Forest Rangers are avail-
able to assist communities with forest fire suppression, prevention and training
programs as well as the enforcement of forest fire and timber harvest laws. If you
have any questions regarding forest fire or timber harvest laws, please call our
office at 271-2217.
There are 2400 Forest Fire Wardens and Deputy Forest Fire Wardens
throughout the state. Each town has a Forest Fire Warden and several Deputy
Wardens who assist the Forest Rangers with forest fire suppression, prevention,
and law enforcement. The 1997 fire season was a safe period for wildland fire-
fighters with no major injuries reported. The drought conditions experienced dur-
ing the early summer months was a significant factor resulting in the total num-
ber of fires reported during the season.
The State of New Hampshire operates 15 fire towers, 2 mobile patrols and
3 contract aircraft patrols. This early detection and reports from citizens aid in
the quick response from local fire departments. This is a critical factor in con-
trolling the size of wildland fires and keeping the loss of property and suppres-
sion costs as low as possible.
1997 FIRE STATISTICS
(All Fires Reported thru December 23, 1997)
FIRES REPORTED BY COUNTY CAUSES OF FIRES REPORTED
Belknap
J\ KEARSARGE AREA 1 2 Newport Road
^jHp^-^^ ^'^^ 7m PO- Box 1263
"^>^m^-^m. W'T'^ New London, New Hampshire 03257
COUNCIL ON AGING, INC. 603-526-6368
The Kearsarge Area Council on Aging, Inc., a non-profit organization, was
founded in July 1992. We serve people fifty-five years of age and older in nine area
towns: Andover, Danbury, Grafton, Newbury, New London, Springfield, Sunapee,
Sutton and Wilmot. We promote, develop and reinforce programs which support
and enhance the health, well being, dignity and independence of senior adults.
Our basic services continue to grow. 1997 shows increases in volunteer
provided rides, assistance with small home repairs, supportive daily phone contact
with the home bound, friendly visits with seniors in their homes, intergenerational
assistance with reading programs in local schools, referral to appropriate resources
to answer the needs of our clients. Our monthly newsletter reports these and other
services to keep our members informed.
Social, educational and recreational gatherings included our annual
Valentine Luncheon, Mountain Day, The Shaker Experience and the Christmas
Reception. Granite State Stories discussions were held at the Tracy Library in New
London led by Dr. Patrick Anderson of Colby Sawyer funded by N.H. Humanities
Council. Conversations with Lunch coordinated with Community Action Program
were held monthly and highlighted by the annual picnic held at Muster Field Farm
in Sutton. A new program, "Outdoor Recreation for Seniors" featured biking,
kayaking, hiking, an overnight at Camp Coniston and many more activities. "Walk
Your Way Through Winter" resulted in sixty members walking over 2000
miles in a five-month period.
Our move to 12 Newport Rd., New London, in December 1996 brought
the opportunity to expand our services and activities for our membership and made
1997 a banner year for COA. Our monthly newsletter carried a Calendar of Events
to keep members informed of these expanded services. 1997 activities in our
Program Center included Exercise Classes; Bridge Lessons; Quilting for Babies at
Risk; Paint with Peers; Friday at the Movies; Dominoes; Library; Blood Pressure
Screening; Flu Shots; Tax Assistance; Art Show & Reception w/members' work
displayed. Let's Talk Program, a series of discussions concerning nutritional, emo-
tional, financial and societal matters, was conducted in the Center. In a major
undertaking, 140 members have received training on the Introduction to
Computer courses.
There are 1453 members of COA of which 53 are Springfield residents.
Over the last twelve months 10 volunteers have given 64 hours of their time to help
provide the services of COA to our communities.
Financial support from Springfield and other area towns account for
approximately 20% of our required funds. We are asking that $525.00 be included
as an item in the Springfield Town Budget for 1998 to sustain our growth of ser-
vices, programs and activities for senior adults.
We are deeply grateful to Springfield and other area towns along with
donors to our fund drive, foundation grants, advertisers in our newsletter and indi-
vidual clients for past and future financial assistance.
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Our very special thanks to those dedicated volunteers who give so
selflessly of their time and talent. Without them there is no COA.
Respectfully submitted,
Robert J. Bradley
Chairman of the Board
Ice storm - January 1998
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KINDERGARTEN REPORT 1997
The Kindergarten has enjoyed another great year full of fun and learning.
I'll spell it out for you.
K - is for the Kind visitors and helpers from the community who gave their
time to us:
Carol DeMaris, Matt Waddell, Jim Benoit, Frank Anderson, Missy
Anderson, Russell Lamson, Barbara at the Post Office, and Sue
Anderson.
I - is for Integrated Curriculum; learning prereading skills through litera-
ture and beginning phonics and writing, number concepts, pattern-
ing, measuring, money concepts, weather, animals, birds, plants,
families, ourselves and the world around us, getting long.
N - is for the New Computer and software generously budgeted by the
town and for the new computer table paid for by the fund raising
efforts of our Parent Teacher Group.
D - is for the District Kindergarten Committee meetings deciding on a pro-
posal for voters regarding public kindergarten in the Kearsarge
School District; and our Valentine's Day Dance organized by our
Parent Teacher Group.
E - is for our class of 1997 who went on to Entry (a.k.a. First Grade):
Katie Shampney, Alex Eugenio, Kayla Badger, Kenny Wheeler, D.J.
Bucknam. Darcie Connelly, Greyson LaBelle, Jared LaBelle, Timmy
Patten, Tim Denman, Jeremiah Charles, Jeremy Lee.
R - is for Reading with Mrs. Klein in the library every week and for our
Books and Beyond program providing students with free books as a
reading incentive funded by the Parent Teacher Group.
G - is for the Generous support of the Town of Springfield, the only town
in the Kearsarge District which fully funds its Kindergarten.
A - is for our Apple Orchard trip. Airport trip, and other field trips with a
bus service to transport us.
R - is for the Renewal of our State Licensing and meeting all the necessary
requirements.
T - is for the Trustees who volunteer their time and effort to oversee our
school: Nancy Edgar-Howard, Janet Booker, Pam Laurie, Cheryl
Wood, Bobbi Wagman, Susan Carpenter, and Maureen Chiarella and
Deb Coffin.
E - is for our Eager new group of students, class of 1998: Sandy Bresse,
Mitchell Call, Ashley Carpenter, Sonya Chiarella, Eli Flint, Anne
Howard, Eben Lamson, Kameron Marshall, Naomi O'Day, Doug
Rafferty, Tony Silva, Becca Wheeler, and Lance Wood.
N - is for the very Nice Bobbi Wagman, a Springfield resident and retired
Kindergarten teacher who comes in weekly to share with us music,
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ones.
dance, helpful hints, and an extra hand; and also for the very Nice
parent volunteers.






Home Care and Hospice
ULto^Su^a^ee.1^^^v<H^> Lake Sunapeo Community
Hmr^>^m^h>'^o(^(A^my Health Services
Services provided to people of Springfield
Home Health Care for those recovering from an illness or injury:
Visits made: 1,251 to 16 patients
Hospice Care for patients and families experiencing a terminal illness:
Visits made: 25 to 1 patient
Community Clinics for adults, for immunizations and other wellness programs:
Patients served: 45
Long-term care for chronically ill adults and children needing support services:
Hours of Service: 237 to 7 patients
Maternal and Child Health for children and families needing newborn care,
well child clinic and parenting support:
Families served: 16
School-age Child Care for families needing after school and summer day care:
Families Served: 3
Lake Sunapee Region VNA is proud of its tradition of providing quality
home health care to people in your community. 1997 has been a year of change
for home health care. Medicare reports of fraud and abuse leave us wondering
how we as consumers can know whether we're dealing with a quality organiza-
tion. We are served by a volunteer Board of Trustees who, with staff, continual-
ly monitor our performance internally. Externally, licensing, certifying and
accrediting bodies assess our performance against state and federal standards
regularly. Most of all, we have committed, competent and caring staff and vol-
unteers out in the community each day of the year providing needed home care.
Our affiliation with New London Hospital and Capital Region Health Care
has allowed us to care for patients and families more efficiently and to access
opportunities for achieving cost savings as part of a larger delivery system.
Two VNA employees. Trustee William Donegan and many volunteers
live in Springfield. As the health care delivery system and insurance benefits
continue to evolve and change we are more dependent than ever on the loyal sup-
port of the towns we serve to enable us to provide free and subsidized care to
those people who might not have access to care otherwise. Thank you for your
continued support.
Respectfully submitted,
Andrea F. Steel 16 Depot Street, Newport 863-4088
President and CEO 290 County Road, New London 526-4077
PO Box 2209, New London, NH 03257-2209
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LIBBIE A. CASS MEMORIAL LIBRARY
Hours: Tiiesday 3-7, Thursday 3-7, Friday 3-5
Phone 763-4381
We continue to grow. Through our cooperative, LUV (Librarians of the
Upper Valley) we get videos which are exchanged every two months. We have
now added unabridged books on tape to this exchange. They also rotate. This co-
op membership gives us access to expensive and varied material.
The Friends presented a program this year with Patrick Anderson showing
a film and discussing the Thurber story, The greatest man in the world. The pro-
gram was well attended and the Friends plan others.
The kindergarten continues to visit the library once a week for story time
and to borrow books. The aim is to instill appreciation of books and reading as
this is the best way to insure future school success. We urge all parents to give
their children a wonderful free gift, a library card and use of the library.
The meeting room had a wonderful display of Christian Whipple's pho-
tographs. The room is now available for other displays if anyone would like to
exhibit their art work or crafts, etc.
One student is now being tutored and we remind you that free tutoring is
available for students and for adults who would like to get their GED.
With computer access to the State Library we can now process inter-library
loans more quickly and many of our patrons are taking advantage of this free ser-
vice. For those who would like instruction in the use of the computer and/or the
Internet it is available. Just ask at the desk and an instructor will be provided. The
CD-Rom collection has many fascinating discs on animals, science, planets, his-
tory, etc.
As is noted every year, the most important part of this report is to thank the
many volunteers who make this all-volunteer library function. Every penny
received from the town budget is spent on the collection and supplies. Thanks to
Sally Allen, Sue Anderson, Betty Broadley, Terry Davis, Carol Demaris, Gladys
Fremgen, Betty McKinnon, Daphne Klein, Steve Klein, Jeff Milne, Barbara
Reney, Dolores Sykes, Bill SuUivan, Muriel Tinkham, Bobbi Wagman, and the
Trustees. Also thanks to Lili Rudner who donates so many good books, Lori
Colman who decorates the bulletin board, Nancy Vandewart who does amazing
crafts in the summer story and crafts program, Joan Tulonen who guides our
monthly book group which is going into its second year, and Bill Sullivan, our
computer expert who is always on call for computer emergencies.
We hope library use will increase. We welcome suggestions as to how we
can serve you better and also for books, tapes, videos, and CD-Roms. We also




Financial Statement 1/1/97 TO 12/31/97











Books & Videos 5,222.63






Interest on the Green Fund $ 82.06
Book & Bake sales 947.85
Interest 249.22
Donations 341.30
Sub Total $ 1,620.43
Total $4,405.20
Disbursements
Christmas Party ('96 & '97) $ 170.94
Scholarships (2) 800.00
Supplies 64.70








NH/VT SOLID WASTE PROJECT
1997 Year End Report
1997 saw many changes for both the Southern WindsorAVindham
Counties SoHd Waste Management District and the Sulhvan County Regional
Refuse Disposal District. Most notably, a concerted effort was made during the
budget process for fiscal year 1998 to lower the tipping fee and create an eco-
nomic incentive for delivery of trash from the member towns to the incinerator.
This effort recognizes the dual obligation of the Districts — to ensure responsi-
ble management of the trash generated within the Districts, and to also meet their
financial obligations. In the absence of a single, unified approach to guarantee-
ing delivery of trash for energy recovery by the Claremont plant, increasing the
economic incentives for haulers to voluntarily delivery the trash was the next
best tool available to us.
Several operational changes were also made during 1997. The most sig-
nificant change occurred at the landfill in Newport, New Hampshire. In early
December, additional tarps were placed on the open surfaces of the landfill.
Leachate results from rain water running through the body of the landfill, and
covering the surface of the landfill is anticipated to significantly reduce the
amount of leachate. It is anticipated that this will result in substantial savings for
the collection, transportation and disposal of the leachate.
The year has been similar to many others, however, with regard to legal
activities. During 1997 a substantial amount was spent on legal services, but the
outcome will benefit all the members of each District. The single most signifi-
cant issue to be resolved this year was the Acworth case. The New Hampshire
Superior Court has determined that Acworth failed to properly withdraw from
the Sullivan County Regional Refuse Disposal District, and is therefore still a
member. A trial is set for early February 1998 to determine the calculation of
damages, which is the single remaining issue.
Looking toward the future, the Districts have successfully reduced the
operating budget for 1998 by approximately 28%, down to $3.17 million from
$4.4 million for 1997. This was largely due to the retirement of bonds and other
non-recurring obligations. A new collections and credit management policy has
been approved, which will be implemented with the new year and it is anticipat-
ed to be helpful in recovering significant portions of the existing receivables.
Every effort continues to be made to find ways to minimize costs and remain fis-
cally responsive to the Districts.
On a more personal note, the last six months have been a professional
pleasure for me. The collaborative spirit of the towns has been both refreshing
and motivating. The challenges that remain are significant, but the opportunities
for resolution make the challenges exciting. I would like to specifically thank the
members of the Executive committee and the individual representatives for their
support, cooperation and encouragement, and I look forward to working togeth-





The past couple of years has seen the placement of the Korean and Vietnam
War Veterans pictures on the memorial wall in the Town Meeting House and the
new War Memorial at the lower cemetery in honor of all our departed veterans,
regardless of race or religion. We continue to work with the American Legion to do
the Memorial Day Service. We also recognize the Fourth of July, Flag Day, Veterans
Day, and the POW/MIA Day. Whenever possible, we go to the kindergarten to do
classes on the history of the flag. I continue my endeavor to get the history and pic-
tures of all town veterans for the Historical Society for the town museum.
Frank Anderson
Chairman
PLANNING BOARD REPORT - 1997
Most of the year's activities centered around subdivisions/annexations and
consultations. While most were routine— the site plan review for a commercial
campground on Sanborn Hill Road was not.
The Planning Board certainly heard from the public and we learned a lot dur-
ing the months of hearings. The applicants withdrew their application. Hopefully
what we learned will be applied to making sound decisions in the future.
Sherman C. Heath
PB Chairman
Fred Davis, Frank Anderson and Robert MacMichael




The augmentation of the computer in the PoUce Department has greatly
helped with reporting and record keeping. A detailed breakdown of the calls the
Police Department handled in 1997 is available to Springfield residents upon
request.
Officer Michael (Mick) Wright is on the road to recovery and I hope to
have him on the road soon. He is scheduled to attend the Part-Time Academy in
January, 1998.
Due to a vacancy, Timothy Julian was added as a second Part-time Officer.
The Town has gained an accomplished police officer with sixteen years Full-
Time law enforcement experience and a skilled Field Training Officer. This is
especially helpful as one of our young residents is interested in a career in law
enforcement and has taken advantage of the ride-along program to get a head
start on his peers.
The police car purchased by Chief Steve Bailey in 1992 is holding up well.
The paint was recently touched-up and should serve the Town another year.
Enhanced 9-1-1 (9-1-1) is on-line and should be used for Police, Fire or
Medical emergencies. The emergency operator will dispatch the appropriate
agency to your location. All other police business will continue via 763-3100 or
863-3232. This will put you in touch with our dispatch service, Newport Safety
Services.
When leaving for extended periods, please avail yourself of the House
Check Service the department provides.
Residents are reminded to have their house numbers clearly visible from
the roadway.
I would like to thank the residents who have reported suspicious activity.
You are the eyes and ears of the community and many incidents have been pre-
vented or deterred by your quick reporting of unusual people, cars and incidents
to police dispatch.






Incident Report for the Town of Springfield, 1997
Burglary 6
Theft 18




Driving While Intoxicated 1
Offense Against Family 1
Liquor Law Violations 2
Trespass 12
Motor Vehicle Accident 30
Dog Complaint 17
Assist Other Agency 45
Misc. Others: Alarms, Unwanted Subjects,
Town Ordinance Viol., Etc 367










RECREATION COMMITTEE - 1997
I can't believe that another year has already passed by. Let me share what
the recreation committee committed to and completed in '97.
The winter months were used to plan the bulk of events for the other sea-
sons. We decided to tie together what the town has been doing on Memorial Day
by sponsoring our 1st Annual Springfield Arts and Crafts Festival. It was a suc-
cess with 22 artisans and crafters gracing our rec field. The weather cooperated
and the day was complete with a concert played by The Lyme Town Band.
Special thanks to Carol and Rich Rollinson, Joe Mercado, Louise Jacewicz,
Connie Jones and my family for all your help and support. July brought us our
Annual Softball Tournament and cookout. It was a good time by all and the
Recreation committee won the tournament, 1st time for them. Thanks to all that
helped with the preparing, cooking and playing.
July also marked a 4th season for our summer recreation program. The
number of kids involved has remained the same over the years. We did many new
things this year. A gigantic parachute was purchased and we had a ball playing
different games with it. A gigantic ball was purchased and maybe you saw us
rolling it along. A hike along the Protectworth Trail was new and a bike ride
around Lake Kolelemook too.
Our big field trip was to the Bam Playhouse to see "The Princess and the
Pea." Both the children and adults had fun. Thanks to everyone who helped in
driving and volunteering your time for our kids. They are a great investment.
Which brings me to our 3rd Annual Holiday Tree Lighting which took
place on December 6 with singing of "Silent Night, " lighting of candles and, of
course, the tree lighting. Afterwards we had an Old-Fashioned get-together with
sweet treats, mingling and " 'Twas the Night Before Christmas" read by Ryan
Coleman.
As this year comes to an end and I find myself resigning as your Recreation
Chairman, I thank you for allowing me the opportunity to share some ideas with you
and to serve our community over the years. I do urge everyone that lives in the Town
to become involved in the lives of its neighbors and to see from there in which direc-
tion we should go. If there is anyone interested in the recreation committee and/or
being its chairman, please contact the selectmen. I do hope that the programs and
events brought about by the recreation committee has enhanced the lives of those
who have participated. Thank You, Louise, for all your help, advice and support






Sullivan County District #2
It has been an honor to have the opportunity to serve our district during the
1997 legislative session. Allegedly, the NH Legislature is considered to be the
third largest lawmaking body in the world. It is a true citizenship legislature.
Much of its strength is derived from dedication, the spirit of volunteerism and
overall commitment to serve the people of our state. It represents us and I am
pleased to be a part of it.
There were some significant changes in state government at the introduc-
tion of the 1997 session. They included a change in party at the executive level,
a first time female governor, a first time female speaker, several standing com-
mittee chairmen changes in the house, and the arrival of a large number of new
legislators who appeared to be more non-partisan by nature, which helped rede-
fine the legislative mission in many areas.
I was assigned to the Municipal and County Government Committee. We
processed approximately forty bills including such items as home rule, SB-2 bal-
lot law, conservation and tax easements, tax assessments, tax deeding, properly
notifying multiple landowners, taxation of easements, subdivisions, planning
board and zoning issues, airport regulation, local and state records management,
financial powers of village districts, regulation of voting places and the like.
Our committee was particularly instrumental in moving the home rule bill
(anything not in RSA's or not regulated be left at the discretion of local commu-
nity) overwhelmingly through the House only to be defeated by the Senate.
Members of our committee visited several school districts and municipalities
who were under the SB-2 law in 1997 to ascertain pros, cons and what glitches,
if any, needed to be addressed. This exercise was under the SB- 19 bill which con-
tinues to be under close scrutiny and review.
The Municipal and County Government Committee also assigned sub-
committees to work on thirteen re-referred bills (bills that required more research
before taking final action) during the summer. Most of these bills will be acted
upon early in the 1998 session. At this time we are not certain how many new
bills will be assigned to our committee for the 1998 session. However, it is antic-
ipated that it could easily be in excess of fifty-five.
I have found it productive to meet with the various state departments to
establish rapport and to ascertain ways to better serve our district. They have
been cooperative, dedicated and have a sincere interest in extending assistance.
Some of my recent visits included inquiries relative to environmental issues, pro-
tection of lakes and ponds, drinking water protection, highway improvement, and
the county taxing process.
Since highways play such a vital role in the economy of our district, it
would be incumbent to pursue ways to enhance traffic flow with such arteries as
Route 1 1 and affiliated secondary roads. Improvements such as the addition of
an extra lane on a hill or in congested areas, or right and left hand turn lanes
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would help traffic in many locations. Hopefully, we will be able to present a
stronger voice for this effort in the near future.
In response to several inquiries from citizens, I have written a letter to the
County government subcommittee asking them to review the formula as to how
the communities are taxed in each county. Presently, tax apportionment is based
only upon valuation and set by the Department of Revenue Administration. The
question seems to be whether the user-of-services aspect (population) should be
entered into the formula. It is not an easy question nor does it have a simple solu-
tion. However, since a huge portion of the county budget is relegated to human
services, an in-depth review of the whole process would seem in order.
The issue of whether or not to enter into a long term lease arrangement for
both Cannon and Mt. Sunapee will probably surface during the upcoming ses-
sion. The 1997 legislature authorized the appointment of a joint committee to
study, formulate a lease agreement, and ascertain whether there are interested
parties. Currently, most legislators are reserving comment until that phase of the
committee's assignment is completed. When and if the issue of whether or not to
lease arises, much dialogue will be generated from all interested parties. I wel-
come your input on this matter.
My involvement in constituent service has been active and varied. As pre-
viously mentioned, the various state agencies have been responsive and helpful.
Please don't hesitate to call, fax, or e-mail me whether it is a concern, or need for
a copy of a bill, time of a committee hearing, or the like.
Representative Merle Schotanus has been very helpful to me and we con-
tinue to work as a team for the best interests of our district. I am sure he joins me
in encouraging any individual or group who wishes to visit the State House or
attend a session to get in touch and one of us will offer our assistance.
If you wish to contact me, my mailing address is 3 10 North Road, Sunapee,
NH 03782; my telephone and fax number is 763-9933, and my e-mail is
Rcle@sugar-river.net. My committee is located in room 301 of the legislative
office building and the telephone number is 271-3317.
Thank you again for your support.
Respectfully submitted.
Representative Richard C. Leone
Sullivan County District #2
Grantham-Springfield-Sunapee
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Report of Representative Merle W. Schotanus
Representative to the
New Hampsliire General Court
The 1997 session was a productive session both for our state and me
personally. After much political shadow boxing and dancing to establish party
pecking orders, the House got down to business and turned out some very con-
structive legislation. The $5.5 billion biennial budget represents about a 3.1%
increase in state general fund spending but increases the money going back to
cities and towns by over $80 million. Qualifying towns will receive additional
dollars in Augenblick educational formula funding, school building aid, per pupil
kindergarten funding, and catastrophic education aid funding. They will also
receive increased Meal and Rooms tax revenue sharing and added environmen-
tal, bridge and highway funding. Although it did not include funding for a new
prison, the $64.3 million general fund capital budget will provide for additional
buildings or improvements for the University system, the Glencliff home for the
elderly, the Supreme Court and several other state building projects. For the first
time, this budget includes emergency building repair funds which heretofore had
to be appropriated on a piecemeal basis; and a mandatory requirement that all
new computer purchases be approved by a central office of information technol-
ogy to insure the state's computer network is coordinated. Information technolo-
gy purchases by the state are expected to total over $50 million during the bien-
nium.
My first year as clerk of the Public Works and Highways committee was
busy, and quite productive. I assisted in crafting the capital budget and was able
to concentrate on many bills of interest to District 3 constituents. I was very
pleased to work with my colleague from Cornish, Representative Peter Burling,
and other sponsors to pass the landmark bipartisan Kindergarten incentive bill
which is already producing great progress toward providing kindergarten for all
New Hampshire five year olds. I also had the pleasure of co-sponsoring the
repeal of the ancient and unenforceable 1848 abortion laws. Other bills that I
sponsored or helped to pass dealt with diabetes insurance coverage, river corri-
dor management plans, snowmobile registration fees and trail grant-in-aid pro-
grams, and forest landowner estate taxes.
In the 1998 session I will co-sponsor a bill with my colleague from
Sunapee, Representative Richard Leone, to help protect Sunapee's water supply,
and will be working on solving the very serious problem of prison overcrowding
as part of my Public Works Committee duties. My hope to concentrate on other
issues will be completely overshadowed by the fallout of the recent Supreme
Court decision regarding educational funding. The decision has caused substan-
tial political upheaval, but it should not come as a surprise. The state legislature
and certain political leaders have been sidestepping the issue of adequate state
support of education for years. It was an issue in 1985 in my first term when the
legislature adopted the Augenblick formula of educational funding in response to
a threatened court challenge. The funding formula was a good one, but never
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proved successful because the state has continually refused to fully fund it. This
and the filing of the so-called Claremont suit in 1991 have made educational
funding an issue of debate in every legislative session since then. The one-year
time limit placed on the legislature to resolve this sticky issue simply tells us
that, "it is now time to either fish or cut bait!"
I believe the problem of constitutionally acceptable education adequa-
cy and funding can be resolved in a way that benefits both the children of this
state and the communities and individuals responsible for providing it in a posi-
tive and equitable manner. I reject the notion that a constitutional amendment
alone will solve the problem. Any solution will impact the five towns of District
3 in different ways. The court's ruling provides legislators a unique opportunity
to consult with their constituents to define educational adequacy and to find a
way to pay for it. We have pleaded for constituent input before without much
success. Now it is imperative that the Schotanus, Burling, Leone team hear from
you on this issue. You can reach me in several different ways: a note or letter to
me in Concord at House of Representatives, Room 201, LOB, Concord, NH
03301; or at home in Grantham at\28 Sugarwood Lane, Grantham, NH 03753.
You can reach me by phone in Concord at 271-3565 or in Grantham at 863-2293;
or by fax at 863-3539; or by E-mail at hmshot@smet.com. Please let us hear
from you.
Representative Merle W. Schotanus
District 3, Sullivan County
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ANNUAL SCHOOL REPORT 1997
We have reached the conclusion of another school year with much to report
about the educational health of our school district. It has been another fast paced
year as I complete my third year representing the town of Springfield. The role
of the Kearsarge Regional School Board as the governing body of the KRSD is
one that is of utmost importance and a job that I take most seriously. Our chil-
dren are the future and deserve responsible representation and support from us
all. Again, I think it is worth reiterating that my job as your representative to the
Board of Education is to represent the best interests of the children. I will con-
tinue to serve you all with an open mind while taking into consideration the ben-
efit, cost and merit of programs and initiatives to the students of the KRSD.
The renovation and expansion of the High School is almost complete.
There are some details that need to be finished up; but, for the most part, all is
complete in the building and we have a wonderful learning environment for our
students to grow in. I would encourage all of my fellow residents of Springfield
to take a trip to Sutton and tour the new facilities and show our children that we
are interested in and proud of what we have accomplished through our united
efforts. Educating our children is a group effort that requires the support of us all,
not just teachers and parents, the whole community.
The last part of the construction at the High School, the athletic fields, will
be complete this spring. Athletic programs are a tool that can help to "round out"
the educational experience and help to develop the whole student. This year, the
football program at the High School was very successful. Kearsarge enjoyed a
perfect record and represented our district well. This program, which is funded
by private donations, has given dozens of students the opportunity to participate
in intramural activities that they would otherwise not participate in. Good grades,
improved discipline and motivation are all positive results of this and other
extracurricular programs.
The new Co-op Program, has been very successful in its first year. It has
provided opportunities for students to explore other directions in life, i.e., health
occupational arts, culinary arts and graphic arts areas. School to Work and job
shadowing programs have created a greater school and business community
"bond" that will further strengthen and shape our "sense of community." Please
continue to support and encourage our young people to participate in these pro-
grams.
This year, we are beginning a new process for determining how we act on
the school budget for the next school year. The first part of the process, the delib-
erative session, was held on January 24 (rescheduled due to the ice storm), with
a poor showing of less than 2% of the electorate. At this session, several budgets
and warrant articles were discussed with the hope that voters would become
more informed. The second part of the process is voting on these questions at the
polls on March 10 using the official KRSD Ballot. The warrants and budget
information is available at the town offices and at the SAU office in New
London. If you have any questions, please call myself or Dick Petrin for clarifi-
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cation. / ask you all to support the budget of the School Board to keep the good
work of the district on the right track. We have pared down our budget and feel
that we have been responsible to the students and taxpayers. Please support the
Board's budget.
Remember . . . Access to a good education is the single most important gift
that we can give to our children. We have done a great job thus far. We must keep
up the good work and, as a goal, continue to strive to be "second to none" and




Kearsarge Regional School Board
Springfield Recreation at the New London Hospital Day Parade
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SPRINGFIELD HISTORICAL SOCIETY
PRESIDENT'S ANNUAL REPORT - 1997
The Springfield Historical Society's quarteriy programs have been well
received during 1997. Keeping the fickle weather of January in mind, we had an
"in-town" program presentation by Muriel Tinkham based on her experiences
with genealogy. The guest speaker, Donald Hall, was so popular at our spring
meeting that it was held in the town meeting house. It was well attended by peo-
ple from surrounding towns. Polly Kidder gave a talk with slides about Twin
Lake Villa at our summer meeting. Willeum Lang gave us an evening to laugh at
our Yankee selves at our fall meeting.
This was one of our busiest summers at the museum. Muriel Tinkham
reports that there were over 110 visitors, many who found information about
their ancestors while there. We have received many pictures, maps, genealogies,
a clock and much more.
Donna Denniston has been publishing a very popular newsletter for the
members of the historical society.
Everyone who went to our annual fund-raising dinner, prepared by John
Rego and the Protectworth Catering Co., enjoyed it and a profit was realized.
There are several projects underway. Bob Nulsen is chairing a committee
that is creating a new pictorial history of Springfield. The cemetery committee
has been surveying the cemeteries, taking pictures of and recording information
about each stone. There are also several family genealogies of the original set-
tlers being prepared. We are a healthy, busy society that represents you.
Everyone is welcome at the quarterly meetings and during the summer at
the museum. There is so much to see, one needs to visit more than once.
Remember, you don't have to be a descendant of a founding family to be a part








Sullivan County Economic Development Council
(SCEDC)
The following is a report on the activities of the Sullivan County Economic
Development Council for the year 1997.
Highlights:
A. Access and financing of a new 9,000 sq. foot manufacturing facility in
Charlestown for Optical Solutions, Inc. This is a hi-tech firm specializing
in the production of high-end optics. The project creates 15 new positions
for Sullivan County.
B. The creation of project "Clearinghouse" represents the County's attempt at
accessing more and better qualified employees to meet the growing
demands of the local businesses. This process gives local industry access
to the Department of Defense's Webb site seeking "discharged' personnel
from the armed forces.
C. SCEDC has been successful in joining seven area banks together to agree
to finance 'high risk' projects within the County. This pool of money is cur-
rently funded at $650,000.
D. SCEDC's Business Assistant Coordinator has finished surveys with about
70% of the County's businesses. The results to date reveal the creation of
430 new positions and the addition of another 101,000 sq. feet of taxable
facilities.
E. We have filed a Community Development Block grant for the Claremont
Foundry, Inc. in the amount of $450,000 to add electric generating equip-
ment and add another 47 jobs at the Foundry.
F. Secured the pertinent information and assisted in the Community
Development Block Grant process with the Town of Charlestown to access
a grant in the amount of $500,000 to fund the construction of a new access
road into CEDA Park. This is backed by the support of both Precision
Assembly Corporation and Design Standards Incorporated who pledged
future job creation and plant expansions to meet the leverage needs of the
grant process.
G. Our referrals and coordination with the Small Business Development
Officer which SCEDC funds here in our office has worked with more than
40 new and developing businesses within the County. Many of them will
eventually come in for financial assistance or advise from SCEDC.
H. SCEDC continues to work with the Trout Lily Co-op project in Newport.
We believe that this project has great merit and tremendous potential for
the intended service area. It is also our intent to apply for another
Community Development Block Grant to aid this group in its start-up
financing needs during 1998.
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I. During 1997, SCEDC worked with over 22 new, expanding and interested
businesses to make determination on the future directions of their compa-
nies as they affect Sullivan County. Some of those will expand here or
locate here and some will never finalize.
Our efforts in accessing good paying jobs and the creation of additional tax
base seems to be paying off. Best wishes for a Prosperous New Year.
Stephen A. Marro, CMC,EDFP
Executive Director
Passing the Historical Society Building enroute to the cemetery.
Memorial Day, 1997
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Upper Valley Lake Sunapee Regional
Planning Commission Annual Report 1997
The Upper Valley Lake Sunapee Regional Planning Commission (UVLSR-
PC) is a voluntary association of 31 towns. The Commission is concerned with the
development of comprehensive plans for beneficial and balanced economic, envi-
ronmental and social growth in the Region. It functions as a research, resource and
informational agency and, when appropriate, acts to obtain Federal, State and other
approvals, grants-in-aid, loans and similar assistance for individual member towns
and for the Region. The Commission provides technical assistance to member
communities in the areas of planning (land use, transportation, water quality, etc.),
mapping, community development, grantsmanship and grant administration. In
addition, regional studies, such as our Regional Transportation Plan, and regional
projects, such as household hazardous waste collections and the Connecticut River
Scenic Byway Study, are undertaken to the benefit of more than one community.
Thanks are due to both the Vermont and New Hampshire legislatures for
their continued support. In New Hampshire, the Department of Environmental
Services and the regional planning commissions are putting together a statewide
environmental program which will require that certain specific tasks be com-
pleted in every region, but also allows some funds to be used on regional envi-
ronmental priorities. Details are still being worked out. A work plan will be final-
ized in early 1998. This is great news! It enables our Commission to continue to
our commitment to environmental programs. In addition to providing staff sup-
port to the Economic Development Corporation of the Upper Valley, we were
able to secure funds to develop a two-page economic summary for each town
which will be posted in the Internet. In 1998, each community in the Region will
have an Internet presence via our web page with community information, eco-
nomic data, a map, statistics and an economic vision statement.
In the past year, services such as our Planning Board training series and
library, which features maps, planning resources and US Census data, were avail-
able to all of our member communities. Springfield residents have taken advan-
tage of some of these services. A complete list of services which benefit our
members is attached.
In 1997, our work specifically for the Town of Springfield included:
• Met with the Selectmen and Road Agent to discuss transportation enhancement
grants.
• Researched techniques used for watershed studies in other New England states
for applicability to Lake Sunapee watershed.
• Provided information about the site plan review process.
• Assisted with determination of apphcability of subdivision regulations to a pro-
posed development.
• Obtained and processed data to develop town-wide composite GIS soil type
map and plotted a copy for the Town.
• Organized a regional household hazardous waste collection and arranged for
participation of Springfield residents.
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• Maintained geographic information system data for Springfield.
• Completed traffic counts on Four Comers Road, Grantham Road, Stony Brook
Road and at two locations on George Hill Road.
Our Commission looks forward to serving Springfield in the coming year.
UVLSRPC Services Which Benefit All Member Communities
- Assist residents of member communities as, and when, asked.
- Meet with state officials and agency representatives to influence policy and to
help keep the Region an active participant in many ongoing programs. This
includes activity with transportation, solid waste, economic development, and
environmental regulatory agencies in both New Hampshire and Vermont.
- Maintain a library of regional data, maps and planning resources, and answer
many requests for information.
- Use the Geographical Information System (GIS) to perform mapping and
analyses for member communities.
- Assist the Upper Valley Solid Waste District in dealing with solid waste issues.
Provide general staff support for the District.
- Organize and administer regional household hazardous waste collections.
- Provide administrative support for the Upper Valley Household Hazardous
Waste Committee.
- Work in cooperation with the Sullivan County Economic Development
Commission.
- Serve on the Green Mountain Economic Development Corporation and the
Economic Development Corporation of the Upper Valley (EDCUV) boards of
directors.
- Provide staff and office space to EDCUV.
- Began a new program which provides economic development assistance to
towns and businesses in Grafton County.
- Sponsor local sessions of the NH Municipal Law Lecture Series.
- Provide technical assistance to Advance Transit and Rideshare.
- Use the Regional Transportation Advisory Committee to develop regional poli-
cies and recommendations for the Regional Transportation Plan.
- Provide data about our regional build-out analysis which forecasts the popula-
tion and number of dwellings in the Region when totally built out.
- Revise and update the Regional Plan.
- Comply with applicable Vermont Act 200 requirements at the local, regional and
state level, including participation in the Council of Regional Commissions.
- Participate in Vermont Act 250 reviews and review of development of regional
impact in New Hampshire.
- Sponsor planning board training sessions in New Hampshire and Vermont.
- Work with Upper Valley Land Trust and the Society for the Protection of NH
Forests to protect open space and conserve important parcels of land
- Participate in and work with the Connecticut River Joint Commissions.
- Review land use controls and master plans, and suggest amendments.
- Produce our newsletter to provide information about planning issues and other
topics of regional concern.
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Organize a monthly brown bag lunch for selectmen and town managers where
regional and local issues are discussed on an informal basis.
Update the Regional Profile, a compendium of information about the Region.
Many businesses use this resource.
Focus on the regional economy through our Economic Initiative Project.
Russell Lebrecht hard at work clearing ice storm limbs.
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ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT - 1997
During 1997 the Zoning Board of Adjustment granted one variance and
two equitable waivers. The Equitable Waiver is new to the Board this year. When
an honest mistake has been made and discovered too late for adjustment, the per-
son can apply for this and justify the reasoning. The process for public hearing is
the same as applying for a variance.
The septage issue was resolved without going to court by the signing of
a Consent Decree with Michael Dashner. The Board of Selectmen have worked
very hard on this issue and continue to monitor. As the Board who originally
denied his application, we continue to be interested.
A big issue this year was the application for the Grand View
Campground on Sanborn Hill. Since this is an approved use per our regulations,
the ZBA was not involved as the Planning Board met several times to work out
all details of Site Plan Review. It was finally turned over to the ZBA when it was
realized that a variance(s) would be needed. The Zoning Board denied their vari-
ance. At this time the applicants have not chosen to come back for a rehearing
and have not agreed to an extension of time with the Planning Board. Therefore,
the application was denied by the Planning Board. Whether or not the applicants
start over in the spring remains to be seen.
We saw several changes in our membership this year. With Janet
Booker deciding to not continue with the Planning Board, we lost her as PB rep
but welcomed Bob Nulsen in her place. Alex Scott replaced Bruce Jasper as an
alternate to the Board. Pamela Laurie has replaced Trudy Heath as secretary to
the Board. Trudy will devote her time to being secretary to the Selectmen and
Budget Committee. In these busy times, volunteerism is getting more and more
difficult. It is becoming common for people to have to resign positions because
of the time element. We urge any of you who have the time and interest to con-
sider running for a position on the many boards in town. It really is a rewarding
experience.
The Zoning Board meets on the first Wednesday of each month. We
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